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Summary 

Books hold a special place in my life, as they do for many people. Although I 
currently prefer to read the heaviest of tomes on my iPad, as it is easier on my 
arthritic hands, I love the aesthetics of physical books: the smell and feel of the 
paper, the beauty of especially nice covers, the solidity of the weight, and the smell 
of a room with book on it. I also love what the content of books means: pulling me 
out of myself for a while, whether it is to be in a different place or time for a bit with 
words and ideas, or to be immersed in music or visual art.  

As with many objects and ideas, the books of Early Modern Europe have 
always seemed especially beautiful and interesting to me: the newly-embraced ideas 
of humanism, inevitably presented in a lovely binding. The advent of the Gutenberg 
press spelled the end of the dominance of hand-bound books, but bibles, books of 
hours, and music books were still being created by hand, and I find myself drawn to 
those of the early sixteenth century, in particular.  

The music book of Mary Tudor (MS 1760) contains both some beautiful pieces 
of music and some lovely illumination and calligraphy. It was likely commissioned for 
her as a wedding gift by Louis XII of France, and the decoration is generally attributed 
to Jean Bourdichon. It is the more decorated of the two books, created on vellum, 
with vivid colors and gold shell on each page for both borders and majuscules. When 
it was created, its cover was cloth of gold over boards, and it reportedly contained a 
miniature of Henry VIII, which has since been cut out of the page.   

Anne Boleyn’s music book (MS 1070) was given to her as a gift when she lived 
in France, probably by Margaret d’Angoulême or her mother Louise of Savoy. She 
brought it with her to England when she returned in 1521, and this book and MS 
1760 are among the few  It has beautifully decorated majuscules, but is limited in 
color to red and blue, and there is no gold shell or leafing. Its original binding is 
unknown, as it was re-bound in the nineteenth century with leather over 
pasteboard. Both of these books were created for  

For my music book, I have chosen to combine physical attributes of both 
books, using paper for the textblock, as in MS 1070, but using primarily the 
decorating style found in MS 1760. For the cover (treated more thoroughly in my 
documentation for that item), I created an embroidered velvet cover with silk ties, 
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pasted over the basic cover of linen over boards. This was not done with either music 
book, but embroidered velvet book covers were popular choices for personal books 
such as books of hours and bibles.  

The textblock consists of four quires of four bifolia each, with endpapers of 
pergamenata to best replicate the vellum which would have been used in period for 
that purpose. My boards are three-ply lauan of 4 mm, bound to the textblock with 
jute cord. Lauan is, of course, unlikely to have been used in period as it is from 
Southeast Asia, but it was my best option, as I was unable to locate oak boards at my 
local lumber spots that were thin enough to use for book boards.1 The textblock was 
sewn in place using linen thread, and pergamenata was used again to line the spine. I 
used Ph neutral archival glue to glue the spine lining in place, as well as the linen 
cover, though animal glue or wheat paste would have been used in period. I chose to 
use pre-prepared glue, as I did not trust in my ability to successfully make glue that 
would do the job.  

On my next book, however, I will definitely want to delve into researching the 
preparation of glues as used in period. I would also like to create a book with gilded 
or even gauffered edges, as well as try my hand at a leather cover.  It would also be 
fascinating to work with vellum, but I would want to become a more skilled 
bookbinder before delving into that medium. Exploring metal fastenings and corners 
would also be very interesting, but metalwork is probably a bit down the road for 
me.  

 

N.B. Due to the unusually large number of images needed for virtual documentation, I have 
chosen to label the images that are not my original photographs, and only those of my photographs that 
require labeling for clarity.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
1 I suspect that the COVID epidemic may have been a factor in this: not only did it interrupt many supply chains, 
but it seemed that home improvement was a very popular preoccupation early in quarantine.  
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Research 
 
The first step in making this book was, for me, determining its content. I had 

narrowed down the year and place for my Persona Pentathlon entries as a lady of 
the English court of Henry VIII, around 1520. Henry was known for desiring the ladies 
and gentlemen of his court to be well-versed in music, as he was2,  and so this lady 
would at least be able to sing, and probably play lute as well. I was imagining this 
lady to have accompanied King Henry’s sister Mary Tudor to France when she 
married Louis XII, and to have returned with her. The contents of this book,  then, 
would be from both side of the Channel – though France was considered far more 
fashionable.  

 
The content was vital for not only the style of calligraphy and decoration that I 

wanted to do, but also for the size and shape of the book. I considered making a lute 
book, along the lines of Vincenzio Capirola’s beautiful 1517 book of illuminated lute 
music – and I do have plans to make one in the future. Lute notation is in the form of 
tablature, and books of lute tablature are generally greater in width than height. 
 

 
                    Figure 1 - “Stavasi amore dormento” Bartolomeo Tromboncino, found in the Capirola Lute Book3 

 

 
2 David Skinner, “The musical life of King Henry VIII,” Classical Music by BBC Magazine, June 27, 2016, accessed January 2021. 
3 Vincenzio Capirola, Lute Book (Untitled),  Single hand-written copy: Venice, 1517; IMSLP, accessed December 3, 2017.  
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I decided, however, to go with a book of vocal music, primarily because there are 
two music books in the Franco-Flemish style that can be reliably dated to England in 
1520, whereas connecting the Capirola book to England at that time was possible, 
but unlikely.4 
 

Once I had determined that I was going to make a book of vocal music, I 
decided to take the contents from three sources: MS 1760 and MS 1070 (mentioned 
above) above, and MS 5465, known as the Fayrfax Manuscript. To determine the 
size, I gathered information about each of the three books. I also consulted Sir 
Joselin D’outremer for tips about the book-making process, and he kindly added me 
to his FaceBook page, on which he has posted videos of himself in various stages of 
making a leather-bound book. After watching these and becoming very inspired, I 
began looking at the materials for making my book.  

 
The first decision I had to make was an easy one: I chose to use paper, rather 

than vellum, primarily for budgetary reasons5. Paper was less common for hand-
bound books of this period, but by no means rare. Prior to the advent of the printing 
press, paper was much less rare, and animal-skin vellum, or parchment, was used. 
There are modern finishes called vellum found in modern cotton or wood-pulp 
paper, and also paper made to resemble vellum called parchment, but actual 
parchment is relatively rare in modern times. On the recommendation of Mistress 
Aine, I purchased some pergamenata to create SCA scrolls6, and it is lovely paper. 
However, for a book with ink and color on both sides, it was a little too translucent, 
and so I decided to use it for the endpapers and spine reinforcement, as parchment 
was often used for those purposes in early paper books.7 8  

 
I looked for paper that would be 100% rag, and also have a good surface for 

calligraphy and illumination. I decided to use a paper I found from John Neal Books 
called Arnhem 1618 Printmaking paper. That paper was made in sheets that were 30 
x 22 inches, and so I wanted to determine a folio (page) size that would use the 
sheets of paper most efficiently, while staying within the parameters of my three 

 
4 Walter Bitner, Richard Taruskin, and other musicologists have spent some time in speculation that the fabulous 
Brescian lutenist at the court of 1515 was Vincenzio Capirola, and so a loose connection is possible…but I am also 
extremely fond of the Franco-Flemish style of decoration, and wanted to explore that for this project.  
5 10 sheets of the paper I would need to create my four quires cost me about $40, whereas that is less than the 
price of two pages’ worth of calfskin vellum, which was too small, at any rate, to create the size bifolium I wanted 
for this book. I realize that one can purchase used vellum, and plan to for future projects, but did not feel adequate 
to that task for my first endeavor. 
6 I made my first award scroll this past October!  
7 John A. Szirmai, The Archaeology of Medieval Bookbinding, NY: Ashgate Publishing, 1999: 185, 190. 
8 Ibid, 178. Szirmai rates the incidence of paper books among extant books at this time at 17.6%.  
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chosen sources. The folio sizes for each manuscript were MS 5465 - 11.7 x 8.46 
inches, MS 1760 – 8.7 x 5.7 inches, and MS 1070 – 11 x 7.5 inches9. I decided to make 
the folio page size of my book roughly the mean of these, and decided that a 10 inch 
height both fit within the range of the three books, and, making the grain of the 
paper work, would fit three bifolia per sheet. If I used the ratio of height to width 
from both MS 1070 and MS 1760, this made the width of each folio 6.75, and the 
width, then, of each bifolium 13.5 inches.  

                                     
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2 – Layout of bifolia on paper sheet 

 
The sheets of my paper had a deckle edge, and my modern sense of aesthetics 

wanted very much to use it for my book. I left the edges on, and only after I had 
already cut them, calligraphed, and illuminated them, did I look, and find zero 
examples in period for a deckle edge in a book.  
 
 In Papermaking: The History and Technique of an Ancient Craft, Hunter Dard 
asserts that “…during the early years of printing in Europe the deckle edges on paper 
were looked upon with disdain.” The deckle edge happens when the slurry slips into 
the deckle, or frame, that fits inside of the paper mould. Bookbinders at the time 
were fastidious about trimming the deckle edges off of the paper that they left very 
little margin.10 
 
 …in fact, my book went through a very similar process… 
 

 
9 While most archival references to page numbers are in centimeters or millimeters, I am more comfortable with 
inches, and will be using them for measurements in this project.  
10 Dard Hunter, Papermaking: The History and Technique of an Ancient Craft, NY: Dover, 1978: 227-8.  

 
 

grain of the paper 

13.5
” 

10” 

33” 

22” 
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 Long before thinking about trimming edges, of course, I had to start with the paper in 
the first place. The paper I ordered was shipped in a tube, and so I rolled it out flat and allowed 
it to sit with books on top of it, to straighten it out. After a couple of days, all of the roll had left 
the paper, and I was ready to begin cutting out my bifolia.  
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Each bifolium would have four folios, and each quire would have four bifolia. 
With a total of four quires, and four folios taken out for endpaper anchors, this left 
sixty pages for my textblock.  This is considerably fewer than my three exemplars11, 
but seemed like a lot of pages for me to fill on my first time out making a book.12 

 
I noticed from the manuscripts I was using for exemplars that the staves were 

all drawn in place before the music was notated: in each of my three exemplars 
there are blank staves at the end of the book, with black spaces left for majuscules,  
although MS 1760 seems to have been most carefully planned, and has only one 
blank page. MS 1070 contains many decorated majuscules, but the decoration is 
incomplete, and many pages have no majuscules at all, though they do contain 
music. 

 

                 
Figure 3 – folio 20r of MS 1070, page 39   Figure 4 – folio 95r of MS 1070, page 189    Figure 5 – folio 132v of MS 1070, page 264 

 
It seemed clear that the calligraphy, at least, was done prior to binding. I was 

unsure, however, about whether the illumination was done before or after the 
binding process. As I planned to use gouache and gold shell, and not just ink, I was 
not sure that the decoration could withstand the inevitable pressure of the binding 
process. I consulted through Facebook with Mistress Aine Chuimin about several 
items related to illumination (see documentation for Calligraphy and Illumination 
entry), and she assured me that, in period, the decoration for hand-bound books was 
done prior to binding.13  

 
11 MS 1070 has 281 pages, MS 1760 has 191, and MS 5465 has 253.  
12 I have been doing calligraphy for a number of years, but primarily of the card-making and diploma-filling type. 
13 This came as a relief: I had read that in Gutenberg bibles, the decoration was done after pressing and binding, 
and was concerned about being able to do neat work in a bound book. After thinking about it, this seemed to 
make more sense of the rather small ration – 1.14 – of height to width of Gutenberg bibles: this was probably to 
make the pages more accessible to the illuminators.  
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As every piece of music chosen for this book required multiple pages, I 
planned carefully to make sure that the pagination was correct for each bifolium and 
quire, and proceeded to inscribe each page. I left eight pages with only staves, both 
for the possibility of needing more room than planned for any piece, and because I 
would like to write an original chanson at some point in the future, and add it to the 
end of the book. I ended up with forty-eight pages of music, and two pages for the 
Table of Contents.  
           

      
  

The calligraphy and illumination completed, it was time to (gulp!) cut holes for 
sewing into the edges of my quires.  
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 To aid in this project, my husband made several tools for my use, and the first 
one I used was a Moxon vice, which he lined with leather so that it would be kind to 
my pages. 14 In his amazing book The Archaeology of Medieval Bookbinding, John 
Szirmai gives two pieces of information that were vital at this stage: one is that the 
number of bands in Renaissance bindings tends to be in proportion to the height of 
the spine, and that the width of the boards does, as well. As my book was going to be 
sixty pages – a lot for me to fill! but relatively thin compared to most books in period 
– I chose to have four bands.  I went with a spacing example that has a slightly wider 
space in the center of the five spaces created by the four bands. 15  
 

     
 

 
Figure 6 – books from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, showing bands.16 

 
 
 

 
14 I must say, I have the very best husband. This would be true even if he didn’t hand-make tools for me, but it is 
especially true because he does.  
15 Szirmai, 180-181.  
16 Erik Kwakkel, “Dirty Old Books,” Medieval Books, February 26, 2016, accessed January 2021.  
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 After adding the holes for the headbands to the textblock, the next step was 
to use another tool that my husband made for me: a sewing frame. I threaded the 
frame with jute cord17, and twisted the double strands to strengthen them.18 Then I 
lined up the quires and sewed the bands to the textblock, using example (f) on page 
189 of The Archaeology of Medieval Bookbinding.  
 

       
 

      

 
17 Szirmai, 183. Vegetable cord, leather, and parchment were all used for bands.  
18 Seriously, my husband is so awesome. He figured out a way to make the cords stronger by twisting them at the 
bottom on the sewing frame.  
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Figure 7 – some methods used for sewing the textblock to the bands19 

 

         
 

 Before taking the bound textblock off of the frame, the boards were cut to 
10.25 x 6.75 inches, to be .25 inches large than the textblock all around. Then I 
realized that my embroidered cover was going to be a little large, and they got re-cut 
to be 10.5 x 7 inches.20 
 

           

 
19 Szirmai, 189.  
20 To be very clear: my husband cut the boards, using a table saw, as I was neither brave enough to use that 
particular (new) power tool, nor strong enough to use a hand saw. He didn’t even raise an eyebrow when I 
explained that I had messed up on the measurements of the boards that I had just sanded into shape…. 
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  I sanded the second pair of boards to a shape that would curve smoothly into 
the spine, and then marked the placement of the bands. Then I removed the 
textblock from the sewing frame, placed it in the Moxon vice, and took a hammer to 
it to slightly round the spine. As my textblock is relatively thin, not a lot of rounding 
was necessary. I used type 1 of spine lining, and type [a] of spine supports, within the 
embroidered cover.  
 

                         
 Figure 8 -  showing both spine lining and spine supports21 

 

 
Figure 9 - Broken spine cover showing used parchment repurposed for lining the spine, 

as well as double bands22 
    

 

       
 

 
21 Szirmai, 195.  
22 Jason Daley, “X-Rays reveal ‘Hidden Library’ on the Spines of Early Books,” Smithsonianmag.com, July 2016.  
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After the spine lining was dried, I worked on sewing the headbands, using black and 
white silk threads around a core of the jute cord that I used for the bands.  

 

           
Figure 10 -  endbands of a book from 150423          Figure 11 – endbands of a book from 1560 24 

 

         
                                                                                              Headband of my book                      Footband of my book 

      

After the endbands were sewn, following the pattern shown on the YouTube video 
“Making a Medieval Book, which demonstrates the technique on page 207 in The 
Archaeology of Medieval Bookbinding,25 the holes were drilled and sanded in the 
boards.  
 

      

 
23 Szirmai, 204.  
24 Federico Grisone, Des edlen hochberumbten rittermässigen Manns Friderici Grisoni Neapoltanius 

beschreibung rütterlichen tugennt der Reutterey wahre gerechte ordnungen vnd lehren die Pferdt gerecht 
inn alle geradigkeit zum Ernnst vnnd Kurtzweill geschickt vnnd volkhomben zumachen durch Josephen 
Höchstettern uffs ainfelttigest verteutscht, 1560, Collections, Michigan State University.  
25 It only took three attempts per endband! 
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I then threaded the loose ends of the bands into the boards, untwisted the cords, 
and glued them into place, leaving them to dry for 24 hours. When they had dried, I 
placed the book on a piece of linen, and cut the linen to fit. After slathering the 
entire book with glue, I smooshed the linen in to place.  
 

                    
                                      Figure 12 -  inner lower board of MS 1760   

 
 

The last step was gluing the pergamenata endpapers down. I am fairly certain that 
the glue that I used was not correct, as it did not matter how many times I smoothed 
it with a bone folder, it wrinkled horribly. However, it did stay in place, and I knew 
that I would be adding the paper from the textblock over it after putting the velvet 
cover in place, and I hoped that it would be less wrinkled.26 
 

              
 
 
 
 

 
26 More things to research for next time: better glue, better endpapers. 
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 Once the glue had dried on the linen cover, I noticed that it had a tendency to 
remain open, so I placed it into the Moxon vice for a few days, and it stayed closed 
after that.  I had completed a book! 

 

     
 

            
                                                                                   Figure 13 -  outer upper board of MS 1760  
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 This was a really fun project for me, and, while there are so many things that I 
would like to do differently (better!) for my next book project, I am, on the whole, 
rather pleased with the outcome. In particular, I would love to work with actual 
parchment, and to get better skills as sewing endbands, as well as work with the 
endpaper/glue situation. I will also, no doubt, make a leather-bound book, and either 
make or purchase metal workings to embellish it. I would like to experiment with 
gilding and gauffering, as well – so many options of ways to create and decorate 
books! 
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